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Vandals paint
messages on
campus walls

ily sta photographer

Cheryl Hoffman, a junior majoring in interior design, looks at the graffiti on the Occupational TheraN building

Newspapers missing

See the light

Men remove 1,500 copies
By Leah Pets
Daily staff writer
They might have been saving a Spartan Daily article
for friends. Fifteen -hundred friends.
Three men took at least 1.500 copies of the paper
Tuesday from the Student Union and the front of the Industrial Studies Building, according to a Student Union
custodian.
As Maria Hernandez was cleaning the first floor of’
the Union at about 10 a.m., three men grabbed the stacks
of papers in front of the information booth, left the building. and emptied the bin outside the Industrial Studies
Building next door.
University Police Sgt. I .loy d Hohu suggested the culprits might be saY mg an artiv le to send to friends.
No crime was committed because the papers are free
and are circulated on public property, according to
Hohu. If the papers had a street value, the act would he
considered petty theft.
"If there was enough evidence, we could charge
them with malicious mischief, of depriving people of the

Bui ou would really
use of (the papers). Hohu
have to have something conci ete
"I would suggest that if this happened again, if there
is a pattern, then there is someone doing it maliciously .
Hernandez didn’t see if the men threw the papers
away or kept them.
’I got curious light away.’" she said. "I wanted to
know what was in (the papers) to make them take all of
them.
"There were a lot of people in the union, but no one
said anything to them. The men just scooped them up
and left."
At least 10 students complained that papers were
hard to find as early as 9 a.m. One student said there was
no usual morning supply of papers next to the Fourth
Street garage.
Another student had to read a friend’s copy because
he couldn’t find a new tine.
By 2 p.m. most of the 30 bins around campus were
empty. Each bin contained about 5(5) copies of Tues
See MU

By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
Vandals caused an estimated
S15.(XX) worth of damage, spray
painting graffiti on the north wall of
the Rec Center during Thanksgiving
break.
The University Police Department
is still looking for suspects in the incident, said U. Shannon Maloney.
Ed Roser. a superviser for the
Roebbelen Construction Company,
which is building the center, filed
the damage report Monday.
During the break, vandals also
sprayed graffiti on the walls of the
Music Building, the Spartan Marching Band’s trailer and the Central
Classroom Building.
On the Rec Center’s wall were the
letters "AE" and "CO" spray
painted in black and silver.
Other graffiti messages included:
"Telepathy is our non existence to
our sol (sic) being communication
"We’re
doomed
out,
and
w/Bush."
Maloney said he was aware of
"quite a few" vandalism incidents
on campus in the past, but he did not
have an specific figures.
irild not be reached for
Rose
comment

hack paef
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Fraternity council chooses president
By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
In an election which current Inter
Fraternity Council President I.arry
Vaughn called "one of the closest in
IFC history,’’ Alex Alanis of Theta
Chi was elected as the new council
president Monday.
’All four candidates were within
two votes of each other. Vaughn
said.
The IF(’ is a unifying body for all
the fraternities on campus, coordinating group activities and creating
bylaws

The president of the council runs
its weekly meetings and serves as a
contact for outside organi/ations.
Alanis said one of his primary
goals w ill be to establish a scholarship program similar to one at the
Georgia Institute III Technology.
The program would establish a
minimum grade point average that
each house would be expected to
maintain. If a house dips below the
average, restrictions would be
placed on social events.
Also, awards would he given to
the house with the highest overall

average
"I reahre that we’re all here to
to school." Alanis said, "I think the
main purpose of fraternities is not
only to mature us, hut to get us
through school successfully.
"I think that if we can deyehp
this into an IF(’ program, we can al
tract more people to the system and
get people to take school a lot more
seriously.’
Alanis, su (10
Sec PRI

Theta Chi’s
.VT, hat A poo

Symphonic Band records holiday music
ductor Vernon Reid.
By Darren Sabedra
The hand has been asked hi perDaily staff writer
Rather than holding a hake sale or form the feature ensemble at the Calsome other traditional fund-raiser, ifornia Music Educators’ conference
members of the SJSU Symphonic next spring.
"It’s a privilege to he invited to
Band decided to use their musical
go down there, Reid said. "We’ll
talents to raise money.
Two weeks ago the hand re- represent the University adequately
or better than adequately."’
corded a Christmas tape.
But band members aren’t packing
’We have to raise 1,1 .1.1100 to
travel to San Diego.’ said hand con- their bags yet. Funding is the largest

obstacle confronting the group.
Titled "A Christmas Gift.
tape contains music fin the h
season.

the

"It’s nothing of an interim
ci ppy
Reid said. "This is a musical
poiduct of our campus. And the
music is good. too."
The cassettes will he sold ss hen
See HAND, bat A page

Greg Walton Daily staff photographer
File sun returned to the campus, shining through the Engineering
Building uindous on this Nit%) lieutenant. More warm (la’s and
cold nights are in the forecast.

Paul Nev, Man . .1 plumber yy (irking
on the building. said he thought the
vandalism resulted t root ignorance.
"That’s kind of brutal, man, for
people to do that to a building that’s
taken so long to construct." he said.
The Music Building. next to the
center, had the message "Lose me 3
times spray painted on its southern
wall.
"I can’t imagine why people
would do anything like that. said
Will Kellett, a senior majoring in
music. "I think it’s awful. It kind of
bottlers me that people find the need
to deface the property around here."
Chris Shakin. a senior majoring in
music, said he wasn’t :mare of the
damage.
"I hardly noticed any. he said.
’It hasn’t bothered me at all. I
would suggest other colors.’’
The words "Alter ego" and
"Click were spray painted on the
Central Classroom Building.
Cheryl Hoffman. a junior majoring in interior design, said the vandalism was "kind of irritating because this is a college. We’re
supposed to he adults
She said she wasn’t sure whether
students had done the damage.
See VAS Olt S. hack page

Students
ordered to
stay apart
By Sallie Mattison
Daly stall writer
A tamil court commissioner told
tw o SJSU students filing mutual restraining orders Tuesday to stay
UN as t rom each other.
The female student. who requested that her name not he used,
glanced sideways at tusedo-clad
Sherlock Tran. 21, as they listened
to Commissioner Lois Kittle esplain
tFir’ mutual orders.
Kittle said the orders would not be
in effect it the university so "they
both can go about their business at
hoot. hut hither% use they are to)
stav aw as from each other.’
At the hearing for a permanent restraining order filed by the woman
against Tram Kittle granted the reorder for three years.
yer, B.J. Ceglia- AnderMM. told Kittle Tran did not object to
the orders hut requested that they be
mutual.
Ceglia- Anderson also expressed
serious objections on behalf of her
client to certain allegations made in
the woman’s petition.
The woman obtained a temporary
restraining order last week against
Tran after filing a petition tanning
he harrassed. followed. and threatened to kill her on several occassRMS
The petition described an incident
where he threatened to kill her with
’poison’’ he was holding. and described another incident where he
followed her to a parking lot and
threatened het with a handgun. He
also laid down behind her car and refused to muse until told to do so by a
parking garage attendant. according
to the document
In Tran’s response to the petition
hs the woman. Tran denied
tsltiurneatening Mitt with a gun 1.11" poi
In the statement. Iran admitted to
sometimes teasing the woman, but
regretted any tear he may have
caused her. He said he tried to apologi/e to her.
See STUDENTS, bark page
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When reality
replaced myth
I Me dos in cal ly December. ss hen I Nas about 9
or lo years old. I tt,untJ out tor sure that Santa
Claus
.1111)M
I V..1, it:limiting the neighborhood with a couple ot oldet kids w ho lo.ed dots n the street. We
cie going through that phase in a boy’s life when
the urge to despot takes user . The whole world
seemed flammohle. and a pocket full of fire crackers could hi I it a kid the Power of Thor.
Any was I think we
were pie pa mg ii as Salolli an out hill is ith an
aelosol Lon and a boy
if mat. hes is hen the
tvio older kids started
has IM! an argument.
"I.et’s tell him. the
curls headed one said.
ose him
a break. he’s gist a
kid... said the blond
Dan Turner
one I is is about a year
younger than they stele
I whined. There is no crueler
"Tell me is hat
torture than telling a kid you have a secret and then
refusing to di% ulge ii
"I’m iinna tell him. said Curly.. "I mean, a
kid has .1in ight to know the truth. right? I don’t think
IC. toll tor people to keep lying about this stuff.
He’s .’ rut hind iii sometime anyway, it might as
\tell be trom
What what what?" I wailed
’There’s no Santa Claus. Curly said, with an
estretnels .enons espression on his Lice
"I knew that." I said manercil lactly "Is that
all? Only babies believe in Santa Claus
But I hadn’t known. I had suspected. but until
that moment I is asn’t really sure. There had been
plenty it subtle clues telling me it was all a fake.
How oinic when you went to department stores you
sass One Santa holding kids on his lap and another
,iutside ringing a bell?
How conic when Santa CilMe to my house on
my sixth Christmas his laugh sounded just like my
Uncle Filly iris?
How conic I noel got the things I asked for in
my letters? I figured it is as because I had blown up
tew too many small reptiles. But how could Santa
knim that !
I didn’t really enjoy torching the ant hill after I
tumid mu tot sure, and I went home earls that day.
little hit of the illogic lett Christmas oiler that. it
is as still great. mind you. I still got up at five in the
M0E1111112 and tore around the house until everyone
else crass led tin nt bed Christmas morning. Something had changed. though.
When the tag inn tine of no presents said it was
front Santa Claus, I would look lobos Ingly at my
parents as it hi say "Yeah. I’m in on the joke. I’m
not a dumb kid anymore, you knois
What other
magical things that I believed in were fake? Was
this all part ot some adult conspiracy to make kids
look stupid ’
Santa Claus Lsosn’t the only one of my childhood Inv tus that s rumbled user the years, hut he
was probably the most important. If magic doesn’t
really work the \maid seems to he an awfully cold
and barren place. Does this mean that no one is
watching over us, trying to see if we’re naughty or
nice? No one will reward us with train sets or candy
apples for being goods.’ Will no one step in to save
us from pain and loneliness and poserty
I had a tough time dealing with that as a kid.
ook mg hock, though. I see that old St. Nick really
did etist all along He was in no, Uncle Edwin
when he put on that ridiLidons suit and told me he
thought I’d been very good that year. He was in my
parents. who tried to remember their own fantasies
by encouraging mine.
I don’t really believe in a Savior who sits in the
fiats and tallies up our good and had acts for the
Cc of tilt !nate reward or punishment. To me. that
.ccrr is fikc another Santa Claus fantasy. I do think
hi ls Jas. though, because all those
hristmas
lake Santa,. tit (licit absurd outfits are part of a
human ,onspnasy to bring nag us and peace and
hgta to an ,,thet is Ise daik and uncaring world.

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bimonthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
he your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should be typed, double
spaced and approximately 2 to 3 pages
long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.
Columns can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not he published. All columns
will he edited lOr length or libel.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall.

Katarina
Jonholt

Contras for a quarter
count
nlisen in
of hum tvtitts , it
become necessary for
or ptople to dissolve
tht political iris
=recto
then to another, incl

A little brother’s good fortune
Known for his adventurous tactics. my teen-age brother met sonic
guys I never thought it would be possible to meet.
The chance to talk to members
from the rock group U2 would have
been more realistic a few years ago.
when their popularity wasn’t so astronomical.
"How have you been’!" my mom
asked. as I entered the house for
Thanksgiving weekend. I hadn’t
been home to Bakersfield in three
months.
Then she said. "Go look in your
brother’s room.’’
In his room, I saw the blown -up
photo of him and Depeche Mode’s
Martin Gore -- a shot taken last
summer while my brother hung out
in Beverly Hills.
That was no big deal. With
passion for Depeche Mode, I alssass
knew he’d meet a member front the
synthesizer band.
But as I turned to the left. I noticed a new poster-size photograph. I
couldn’t believe it. My brother was
standing arm -and -arm with U2’s
Paul Bono Hewson.
If I hadn’t seen the photograph in
person, I don’t think I would have
believed it.
It was like a fairytale for him and
a nightmare for me. Only I wasn’t
dreaming. All I could think was,
"That could’ve been me."
And, as if the shot with Bono
wasn’t enough, there was another
unfamiliar photograph tacked to his
wall.

Banshees out,.-ert a few weeks ago.

He said. "I lust had this gut feeling
U2 would he hanging out at this
place.
So. before the concert, he and my
former classmate headed for the
townhouse. And, after waiting for
just a few minutes, out came three
members of U2: Rono. Adam Clayton and the Edge.
The group was in town for the premiere of its movie "Rattle and
Hunt."
Darren Sabedra
"They were getting ready to go
back to Ireland," my brother said.
It was agoni/ing for me to see my
I7 -year-old brother taking pictures
with a group I’ve enjoyed listening
to since high school.
Seeing the photographs, however,
wasn’t the only suffering I endured.
After not seeing my classmate for
four years. I met hint my first night
back in town.
"Did y on see me and Bono?" he
said, with a smile on his face. "It
was great."
Truthfully, I’m not unhappy these
Along with a high school class- guys met the hand members. My
mate of mine, my bloater stood next brother deserved to meet U2 as much
to U2’s Adam Clayton. How much as anyone.
more could I take’?
Deserved’?
Not much.
Well, at least he isn’t one of those
The setting for these unbelievable idiot Top -40 junkies who started lisphotographs was a townhouse center tening to the group during last year’s
in downtown Beverly Hills. Accord- Joshua Tree tour.
ing to my brother, a large number of
After seeing U2 in concert five
rock groups stay there when they’re times with the same group of people.
in Its Angeles.
at least one of us can say, "I met U2
My brother was in Southern Cali- face-to-face.’
fornia for a Siouxsie and the
Too bad it wasn’t me.

I couldn’t believe it.
My brother was
standing arm-andarm with U2’s Paul
"Bono" Hewson.

Convenience comes with a price
a slims on ides oaon. no Ng deal.
Now, when I occasionally visit my parents, who live
near the Monterey Peninsula, I see them as victims of
this Total Convenience Age.

1\ 1

Lorraine Morgan
In our hi -tech generation, you can hear people talking about their new remote -control VCRs or CD players.
While in the business world, they’re discussing automation and the "paperless office." Millions of dollars
are spent on these concepts.
We’re constantly bombarded with these developments and finding ourselves wanting the latest. Well,
brace yourself, because we’re rapidly entering the Total
Convenience Age. Perhaps. steps away front what we as
children dreamed impossible. the fantasy world of the
Jetsons.
Now with the touch of a button. or better yet, with
the sound of your voice, physical labor can be drastically
reduced. No more getting up off the couch to walk It)
inches to change the channel. And, now, instead of
going to the bank or writing a check, you can instantly
pay for your purchase at your local grocery store with an
automated teller machine card.
All neat concepts. indeed. Here’s how some people
in the business world are applying them. The company
where I work --- and others. I hear
provides almost
all its employees with computer terminals and electronic
mail. Electronic mail is used to achieve the "paperless
office." No more need to type memos on paper.
Now if that isn’t convenient enough for these companies. I can’t imagine what’s next. The cost of telephone
expenses. postage and labor are dramatically cut. Although I don’t think they’ll ever eliminate the need for
paper.
And how about the widespread use of answering machines and voice mail? They’re all designed for convenience, but have you ever tried leaving a message? Some
of these voice -mail systems have you pressing several
numbers and listening to impersonal computerised
voices before you can actually leave a message. If that’s
convenience. I don’t know exactly what the inventors
had in mind.
In a sense, it’s wonderful and exciting to see and hear
of all of these new developments. They’re happening so
fast. and I do admit I love my microwave and VCR.
Hut there has to he a line to draw before we become
indolent, self-centered and impersonal. And if the idea
of convenience is falsely indoctrinated, then the corporations .behind these innovative products will become
richer while we wither away still in search of "total convenience." When you think about it, not km) long ago we
did without. Our meals still got cooked, and if we missed

They sold their souls to the VCR and spend numerous hours calmly watching another one of their hundreds
of s ideos I stay for a short while trying to capture a few
miii cuts of COnversatiiin between a dull spot in the
movie. But there’s only so much you can say to someone
who’s glued to the television.
Where will the technology end? Just recently, I read
that the Japanese created the "paperless toilet." The
idea is. I’m sure, similar to the "paperless office" save time by eliminating paper.
With a stream of hot water (ouch), a spray of hot air
followed by a mist of perfume, you no longer have to
fuss with the "inconvenience" of toilet paper. I bet the
Jetson household would have passed on this one.

Here’s the latest news in child
indoctrination: a video game called
’ ’Contra."
Now, fans of "Rambo" and "GI Joe" can
pretend they’re "freedom lighters" in the
Central American jungle. scoring points by
killing bad-guy soldiers with machine guns.
The 25-cent token they pay to play the
game is symbolic of the money American
taxpayers contribute to the war in Nicaragua.
The game is offensive not only because it
corrupts children’s minds, hut because it
trivializes a devastating war which is tearing
up a nation.
If there has to be a Contra video game, it
should at least be realistic.
Something like this:
At the start of the game, pictures of
Sandinista soldiers, farmworkers, nuns, and
civilian men, women and children are
displayed on the screen. Next to each picture
are dollar signs, showing how many points you
get for killing someone in that category.
The next screen shows which weapons you
have at your disposal: American-made
machine guns, gunboats and land-mines.
After a short, electronic version of the
"Star-Spangled Banner," the scenery changes
again.
The Contras are hiding in the woods,
dressed in camouflage. All is quiet until a
truck of farm workers drives down a dirt road.
This is where an experienced Contra player
would score his first points. Workers are
resources. A truck -load of them is an excellent
"economic target."
sneak down and place a land-mine
you
front of the truck and narrowly escape

without being noticed. The truck
explodes and the workers’ bodies fly in the air.
The whole screen lights up and a happy jingle
starts playing. You just got enough bonus
points for the big reward: an extra $100 million
from the U.S. Congress.
Next, a group of nuns waddle across the
screen with jerky, computerized movements.
Aim with the black joy stick and push the little
red button to blow them away. For bonus
points, rape them first.
The third stage involves open
confrontation with Sandinista soldiers. This is
the toughest part. If you find yourself
outnumbered, run for shelter in Honduras. If
all else fails; push the emergency button to
alert the CIA.
But be careful, this option may backlash. If
the American press gets word of the operation.
it may limit your possibilities of getting bonus
points from Congress. Those bleeding-heart
liberals may come up with such unrealistic
suggestions as cease-fires, peace talks or nonlethal aid.
But any good video game has more than
one escape route. If the ammunition supply
runs out and you get nothing but blankets and
chicken soup from Congress, call uncle 011ie.
He is currently under investigation for the last
time he tried to help you, but he may be able to
set you up with some of his friends.
How does it end’? Don’t worry about it. It
won’t. It’s been going on for years. As long as
Congress keeps putting money into the
machine, the "Game Over" light will not
lash.

Katarina Jonholt is the Editor in Chief.

Forum Policy
Letters to the editor must bear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the
second floor of Dwight Bente’ Hall or to the
Student Union Information desk.
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U.S. must reverse decision to prevent U.N. move
UNITED NATIONS (API
Unless the United States reverses its decision to deny Yasser Arafat an entry
visa, the U.N. debate on Palestine
will shift to Geneva so the PLO
chairman can address the General
Assembly. diplomats said.
Arab representatives planned to
introduce a resolution today in the
United Nations that deplores the
U.S. action. postpones debate on
Palestine now scheduled for Thursday until at least next month. and
urges the State Department to grant
the visa.
Saturday’s decision by Secretary
of State George P. Shultz to bar Arafat from the country on grounds he
was an ’accessory" to acts of terrorism against Americans has been
widely criticized by dozens of countries. including the Arab world and
such staunch U.S. allies as Britain.
Canada and Australia.
Only Israel backed the U.S. decision.
In Washington, the State Department said Monday the U.S. decision
to deny the visa was "firm and
final."
A senior U.N. official said on
condition of anonymity that if the
United States still refuses to grant
Arafat a visa, another resolution
probably will called this week for
moving the assembly to Geneva.
Arab diplomats say they have
enough votes. a simple majority in

with the Host Country heard numer- about peace and security in the
the I 59 -member body, to shift the ous speakers assail the t I S. decision world
assembly to where Arafat would be to bar Arafat trom speaking to the
Arab I xague Ambassador Clovis
able to speak.
General Assembly
Maksoud said Monday that "if
in
U.N. legal counsel Carl -August
The chairman of the (7 lllllll Mice 24. 36 or 48 how’. at the latest, it
Fleim:hhauer told a U.N. conimittee on Relations with the Host Country. there is no reversal, we will have no
the U.S. decision violates the 1947 Constantine Moushoutas of Cyprus. opium hut to go to a country which
U.S.-U.N. Headquarters Agreement said "the vast maimity " tell the respects its obligations to the United
that requires the host country to United States had violated the Head
’Nations
grant visas to people invited by the quarters Agreement, hut the commit
United Nations.
tee took no action.
"The agreement does not contain
Iraqi Ambassdador !smut Kilian’
a reservation of the right to bar the told the same committee: "The decientry of those who represent. in the sion by Washington is a slap in the
Computers To Go
view of the host country, a threat to face, of equal measure, to every
its sovereignty and security." member of this organi/ation.7
Fleischhauer said.
The Soy let Union and (’hina. and
Patricia Byrne, alternate U.S. rep- U.S. allies France, Spain. Sweden
resentative, said the U.S. govern- and Norv. . among others, said Arment disagreed with Fleischhauer’s afat should he allowed to speak.
interpretation, hut she did not elabTunisia. where the 1’1 1) has its
DAILY, WEEKLY,
orate.
headquarters. said refusing the visa
MONTHLY RATES
Many nations in the world NA), ’hinders the work of the United Nasaid the U.S. action countered what tions as an instrument for bringing
539 S. Murphy S’Vale
they described as the Palestine Lib408/ 746-2945
eration Organization’s move toward
modernization with its declaration of
Palestinian independence Nov. 15
Broader than an M B A.
that also implicitely recognized IsMore Practical than an M A
rael.
M.S. in APPLIED ECONOMICS
The PLO’s U.N. observer, Zuhdi
An innovative program which
Labib Terzi. said, "We have a mescombines rigorous analytical theory
sage of peace that we want to bring
to the General Assembly through
with practical professional skills.
Chairman Arafat. The United States
Write: Economics Board
is imposing some obstacles that
University of California,
would impede easy access, so we
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
have to do it somewhere else."
(408) 429-2028
The U.N. Committee on Relations

MAC & PC
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be submitted on Prms in the Daily office,
Dwight Acute! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.
TODAY
Players: "1,ine... 12:30 p.m.. Hugh
Gillis Hall Studio Theater.
Chemistry: Seminar, 4:30 p.m..
Duncan Hall Room 135. For information call 924-51100.
Program:
Advisory
Re-Entry
"End -Semester Celebration Refreshments,- 12:30 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco Room. For information call
924-5913.
Psi Chi: Panel discussion, 12:30
p.m., Dudley Moorhead Hall Room
33. For information call 744-0199.
Akbyan: Meeting, 2 p.m.. S.U.
Guadalupe Rimini. For information
call 370-2065.
Art Galleries: Lecture with Gerardo
Mosquera. 12:30 p.m., Art Building
Room 133. For information call 9244328.
Serial Dance Club: Dance practice,
5 p.m.. S.U. Guadelupe Room. For
information call 426-I 366.
Career Planning and Placement:
Resume preparation. 1:30 p.m.,
S.U. Umunhum Room. For information call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement:
Interview preparation. 3:30 p.m.,
S.U. Umunhum Room. For information call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement:
Organizing your job hunt. 5:30
p.m.. S.U. Umunhum Room. For
information call 924-6033.

MEChA: Meeting. 6 p.m., Wahlquist Library North Room 307. For information call 298-2531.
.
Antropology Club: Meeting. 5
p.m.. Duncan Hall Room 238.
Black Faculty and Staff Association: Meeting. students welcome.
noon, African -American Building
Conference Room. For information
call 924-6117.

Theft: SJSU student Debrah
Show reported her purse stolen

Vandalism: An unknown per
sinus) spray painted the Spartan
Marching Band trailer and the
west and south sides of the Music
Building sometime during the
Thanksgiving tweak.
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CHRIST
Student Union
Christmas Faire
at SJSU
Crafts

WORKI*
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TAC TEMPS

Food

437-0260
( never a fee )
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"Friendly local service while you’re at school."
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of your presence at
a public lecture entitled.
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’God’s Law of Restoration"
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TUNE-UP
$379,5:8
ONLY

First Church of Christ, Scientist
at
Thursday, December 1, 1988
8:00 p.m.
All are Welcome!

1807 ’The Alameda
San 9ose,California
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(Child Care Provided)
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Earn some extra Christmas Money
during your Christmas break.
10 caterers positions available now in
Santa Clara at the Santa Clara
Convention Center.
Must be well groomed, and dependable
$6 00/hour. Work three consecutive
weekends - Friday & Saturday

(UCPS 509-480)

Manager

Santa Clara
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THURSDAY
American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics: Meeting. 12:30
p.m., English Building 301.
Amnesty international: Meeting.
7:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room.
of
Rock-n-Roll:
Association
"Modern Art," noon, S.U. Amphitheatre. For information call 2876417.
Women’s Council Networking
Group: Lunch with Natalie Shiras,
bring a sack lunch, noon, 300 South
10th St. For information call 298
0204.
Career Planning and Placement:
Job hunting techniques. 12:30 p.m.,
S.U. Costanoan Room. For information call 924-6033.
Alpha Eta Rho: Meeting. 7:30
p.m., Aviation Conference Room
109. For information call 286-3161.
Physics
Department:
Speaker.
Card l Boekema. 1:30 p.m.. Science
Building Room 251. For information
call 924-5261.
Christian Science College Organization: Meeting. 3:30 p.m.. S.U.
Montalvo Room.
A.S. Program Board: Speaker,
Laura Garcia on recent political developments in Mexico, 2:30 p.m..
S.U. Costanoan Room. For information call 294-4892.

’Why ale they afraid thai I speak
to world NAAR opinion and explain
the new Palestinian deosions ’" Arat at said in Baghdad. Iraq
spokesman
State
Department
Charles Redman said the shill to ie
mieva was Ufillet. CSS:If th:s..111st: idler
PI.() spokesmen in New Yolk could
speak instead of Arafat

es Ilk

TEMPORARY

Crime Watch
Bike stolen: SJSU student
Harold Lao reported his 10-speed
bicycle stolen Wednesday from
the Sweeney Hall bicycle rack.
The unknown suspect may have
used bolt cutters to cut the lock.
Estimated loss. $15(1.

Ai.itat "died the (S naive "a
sheet v iolation of the international
law and the U.N. charter" and said
Washington was ignitring inteina
Ilonal hacking tor the indepoideni
state ot Palestine, piovlaimed this
month by the Palestine National
Council. the PIG’. parliament in
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SPORTS

Six SJSU players selected for all-Big West Conference squad
By Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer
Sis SJSU players vvere named to
the all
%Vest conference for itball
team Tuesday .
Tailback Johnny Johnson. \Alio set
school records for sconng and ’,adage. \I, as selected to the lust teal,
along 551111.1,0a k 1,:e5 in Is ans
Se11101 "14..11%1% e plaid Mak
I

thick

t any Strong

Daily stall photographe

Spartan slothack Kevin Evans was one of six 5,151 players chosen for
the all -Rig %%est team. He and Johnny Johnson \Acre itt
xl first team.

ho

intscd

the

t

si

games of the season \kith a lower -leg
injury %as named iii the second
team.
On defense, senior cornerback Jay
Tay lor as a second -team pick along
with tackle George Muroaka and
linebacker Oav id %toss. Sloss led
the team in tau k les with 112. He and
Muroaka are Runup..
Johnson became just the seventh
play eiin NCA A Inst.,’ s Iii im for
mote than 1000 yards and sinch
in !Dole pas \e iii a seas, in
.1 he ri loot .; turbo’ tan fOr 1219
hleah the pies ’ii.. record of
I ’10 si,’ li ( ;mild Willlute in 1980.
Johnson tied \ .111, 1.’1- the le,itii lead
ill ic5eptions ’S iii hl
or NV( aids
He also set the \Melt:- seam 11 Si, it
trg iecord n th 116 points ilk: Riding
19 touchdoss ns Ke1111\ lick stn set
the prey mu. tecord, lot, last Season.
Johnson ranked second in the nation voth 220’
in all-purpose
running behind I Klaliiinia State’s
Itaii5 Sande!. .1,11111,4,11s NeaS011
luta 0.1s the eighth best inn NCAA
hedin s
He also led the team in kickoff returns n it I;I Syards and an as erage
of 21 sin is pet I eturn.
Despite missing most of the last
three ern’s, is ith a knee minis .
Ts all, led the team in receiving sad
.ige with 887 and had a health s I -4

yards per catch
Evans, a hioot-T, 200-pound junior. is a transferred from Cisco (’ollege I Texas).
He set a single -game receiving
yardage record against Utah Slate
with 12 catches for 216 yards, breaking the old mark of 203 set by Guy
Liggins in 1966.
Taylor. who was picked for the
tirst-team last season, had three interceptions The senior will play in
this year’s Blue -Gray game. Played
in Mobile. Ala . the eomest attracts
many protessional scouts.
Kendal Smith of Utah State was
named the Big West Offensive
Player ot the Year. Smith. a Redwood City native. played at Mountain Viev. High School and led the
conference in yardage 11.1961 and
receptions 1651.
In his Imal game, Smith broke the
Big West Iecord for career reception
yards. Smith, a senior, ended his
Aggie career with 2.952 yards surpassing former Fresno State star
Henry Fllard’s total of 7,1)47
Smith was spectaeulai reams’
SJSU. accounting for neatly half of
the Aggies’ offense with 10 receptbms for 206 yards and three touch don its
Ilesno State linebacker Tiao
Rogers is is picked as the Delensi e
Play el ot tile Year He n as Ilathed as
a bust team selednin toi the second
straight season.
hiesnii State had the most players
selected to the team with I . includ
itug four on the first team. Long
Beach State and Fullerton State each
placed si% players on the squad.
First team offense All-Big West:
BR Kevin Evans, Jr. SAD; WR
Kendal Smith, Sr.. Utah State; OT
Matt Fitts. Sr . Fullerton State; OT

Jeff Trushel. Sr . Fresno State. (1G
Jeff Skidmore. Jr., Fresno State. (Xi
Jerry Brown, Sr.. Utah State, (’
Beach State.
rick Junks. Sr .
QR Went Snyder. Sr., Utah State.
Stale
Fresno
Sr..
Jones.
IF Graig
RR Kelly Skipper. Sr., Fresno State.
RR .1(thrirn lohttsort, Jr., SJSI’. KIt
Tommy Jalk.on. Jr., UNIV. l’K
Dal I.y. So , New Mexico State; II
Tony Rhyne.. .11 . LINLV: Ret Spe
cialist Greg Koperek. Jr.. Pardir
Alark
Second team offense
Fredrick, Sr.. Sin’ Second team
SJSI
Ir.,
Moss
defense LB David
DT George Mitroaka. I, WS( ’.
lay Taylor. Sr.. SJSI’

Johnson became
just the seventh
player in NCAA
history to run for
more than 1000
yards and catch 50
or more passes in a
season.

THE A.S. PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS

WEDNESDAY

NIGgPlcAELL

210

HAVE YOU
Ewa HAD A
REALLY BIG
SECRET?
NOVEMBER 30

lbekieulladcs

49ers get into position to defend NFC West title
S N’I (’I .-\k
\
Thanks
to .1 little help I[
!hell C1101110,
the Sill [Janos,.
are hack m
’
slliiess11111\ dele111.1 their
NI i \\ est tale.
Nt,A all the 49ers need .it three
IL it
in their remaining three
eames
-We thought that somehow New
(Means uts going to snitne by all ot
these teams and CM the \111\1011
A’hallIplolistiip.
OttellRe
tackle
Ste.. e Wallas-e said Monk, at all up
beat learn tleadqUarterS.
..Niiss we have our chances...
Wallak:e said. "We had our backs
against the wall two weeks ago. alld
we got otn chances. It’s up
and now we can determine out is
tale."
San Francisco has won two games
in a row alter slipping to 6-5. Per

haps more important! . its dormant
of ens,. has lL’s IS el in time for sea
son -ending games deamst (11%1.1011,d
toes Ness I Weans and the 1 tus
geles Rams. 55 ho 1\0111
The P4ei, 11.1\ e
145 points in
Liii esoser Washington and
the
hegii
San I
( iach Bill Walsh said he watched
the Iasi .1\ minutes of the Saints’ 13-

I"’ loss to the New ’ilk nails arc’
the leant charter landed Surida night
at San Francisk:o Intel lull lona! Au
port.
’I don’t know if I w as surprised.
hut I ’eit,uunnls was pleased is itin
Walsh said at his weekly media lun
cheon.
But Walsh refused to put too
much significance on the New Or -

teallS

Awsnawilffirfflid

new alms*
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM, $2.00, 7 & 10P.M.

Ituss

FUNDED By ASSOCIATED STuDENTS

BECKER
CPA
’WEJ

LEAF
-11M111-LOVERIL

in 95 ckiesthioughout the nation.

OUR PASSING RATE IS 70%

Send to: 15760 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 1101, Encino, CA 91436
toll -tree number: (800) 423-2470

or use our convenient

Name’
Take that special someone to Leaf’s Its the perfect place
for romance to blossom

Address:
City 8 State:
Phone: (

LEAF’S. THE AMAZING GRAZING SOUP SALAD WINE & PASTA BAR
AT THE PAVILION DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE 286 0766 11 AM TO 10 PM
LONDON INTERNSHIPS
DESIGNED BY
ArrirmIct In Association of
isrerSeaS Studies

)

FOR YOUR FREE INVITATION TO THE FIRST CLASSES
125,000 BECKER CPA ALUMNI
HAVE PASSED THE LAST PART OF THE CPA EXAM SINCE 1957

OPENING SOON

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS IN
LONDON. EUROPE 8 ISRAEL
FILM LAW
BUSINESS ARTS
COMMUNICATIONS - GOVT
Fill & Spring Semesters
Also Available
-.PE GMAT. LSAT, MCAT
Tutoring
Janet Kollek J D
Director AAOS
158W 81 NYC 10024
17 212.724.0604 or
800 EDUBRIT (outside NY)

Open Early
Open Late
Open Weekends

kinkois

the copy center
310 S THIRD STREET
OPENS DAYS
295-4336
481 E SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep yuu awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter’s dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.
IJIITA
_
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Hicks, Wilson earn all-Big West volleyball honors
By Stan Carlherg
Daily stall writer
In a year of ups and downs, the
SJSU volleyball team is finally getting some recognition for this season’s accomplishments.
Senior Kim Hicks was named as a
first -team all -Big West Conference

player, while teammate Dawnis
received all -Freshman honors.
"I’m really happy,’’ Hicks said.
"I’m glad I was chosen."
Hicks had a spectacular season.
leading the Spartans to their seventh
NCAA tournament in eight years.
MU finished at 21-13.

0

Games CEO
optimistic
about 1992
coverage

She led the team in nine categories
including most kills (358), total digs
(41 1 ). hitting percentage I .334) and
kills per game (3.011.
"I just went out there and tried to
do my hest in every game," Hicks
said. "I had no personal goals with
statistics. As long as I knew I was
giving 1(X) percent. I was happy."
SJSU Coach Dick Montgomery
said the award was well -deserved.
"It’s a big honor for her. he
said. "Considering the strength in
our conference and the overall qual
ity of athletes she went up against.
she should be honored to be named
to the first team...

a

Brian Baer Daily stall photographer

Dawnis Wilson. vi ho was named to the Big West all- freshman team,
blocks a hit in a match against long Beach State. long Beach won 3-1.

For as much as Hicks contributed.
she still has plenty to offer in Saturday’s first -round of the NCAA play
offs against San Diego State.
"She has been our most consistent
attacker,"
Montgomery
said.
"We’re pleased with the progress
she’s made. She hasn’t reached her
potential. If she decides to stay with
it, she’s going to get a lot better.’’
For Wilson, the honor was a surprise.
"I’m shocked, she said. "I had
a lot of ups and downs during the
season."
Montgomery said Wilson has
more than fulfilled her role on the
team.
"We didn’t expect her to do quite
as well or turn out quite as strong as
she did, Montogmery said. ’ But
she hung in there real well.
"When you consider that our conference is one of the top two in the
country.’’ he said. "it’s a big honor
as well."
Wilson led the team in two categories and was among the leaders in
three others. Her five serving aces
against Fresno State on Sept. 23
were an individual game high for the
Spartans this season.
Wilson is the first to admit the
mental aspect of her game was tough
to overcome.
"Consistency was my biggest
problem. she said. "I had a mental
block that told me that I couldn’t do
it. When I thought like that, I didn’t
play as well. But when I told myself
I could, I had confidence and played
really good.
Hicks agreed.
"My mental game was one of the
biggest obstacles to beat," she said.
The comeback win over the Uni-

Mark Studyvin Daily staff

photographe

SJISC middle Mocker Kim Hicks was selected as a first -team all -Big
West Conference player. She leads the Spartans in nine categories.
versity of Notre Dame Oct. 19
helped Hicks and the Spartans overcome their mental blocks.
"We were down." she said. "But
we didn’t give up. After we won that
match, it gave us the incentive to
know that we could win. It was one
of the turning points of the season."
University of Hawaii’s Teee Williams and Long Beach State’s Tara
Cross were voted Big West Co-players of the Year. Hawaii Coach Dave
Shoji. who led the Rainbow Wa-

hines to a third straight Big West
title, was named Coach of the Year.
Montgomery praised the efforts
and accomplishments of both Hicks
and Wilson.
"To have them recognized as
some of the best players in the
league is an honor to our program.’’
he said.
The Spartans begin postseamm
play against San Diego State Saturday. The NCAA first round match is
in the Spartan Gym at 7:3(1 p.m.

NEW YORK (AP)
The chief
executive officer of the 1992 Barcelona Olympic Games said Tuesday
he expects no negative impact on
tele% isum
negotiations for those
Gaines becadse of the poor ratings
that the Seoul Games delivered for
NBC.
"Absolutely not. said Jose Miguel Abad. "It is different with
Spain. I believe there will be more
interest in the American market for
our Games. The Spanish economy
and setting is more exciting.
Abad said talks were continuing
with all three commercial networks.
’We are absolutely on time for successful negotiations,’ he said. "I
hope to close the negotiations by Friday.
"It’s possible there could be a
hold up, but I know of no problems
at the moment."
Asked how much he thought the
Barcelona Games could get for
American TV rights. Abad smiled
broadly. "That is a hard question,"
he said. "I would be a bad negotiator if I explain my figure."
Industry speculation is that the
rights will he sold for 535(1 million.
550 million more than NBC paid for
the Seoul Games. CBS purchased
rights to the 1992 Winter Games at
Albertville. France, for $243 million
and is expected to he the strongest
bidder. NBC, disappointed over the
Seoul return, and ABC, which lost
money on its $309 million rights in
vestment for the Winter Games III
Calgary, are expected to make token
bids.
NBC has never made public the
final financial outcome of its cover
age.
It is expected that the winning network will cut its investment by farming out part of the programming
rights to cable television, the first
time Olympics would be shown in
that market.
Abad said he thought Barcelona’s
six -hour time difference with New
York, compared with the 14-hour
difference in Seoul, would help in
negotiations.

Purchase your Mac now
from Spartan Bookstore
and save up to $799.00!
Bookstore holds the line on Macintoshfi pricing!

Higher prices on Macintoshes

a
I.

..lin

Mac
Plus
$1,145 or
$52/mo.
---.

You
will
Save

Apple Credit
Monthly
Payments

$1770.00
$2279.00

$322.78
$204.51

$79.00
$102.00

$3194.85

$2395.00

$799.85

$107.00

$3396.91
$4793.81

$3075.00
$4395.00

$321.91
$398.81

$138.00
$196.00

Product

1989
Regular
Price*

Hold -the -line
Cash Discount
Price

Mac SE/2dr."
Mac SE/20mg."

$2092.78
$2483.51

Mac 11/1dr.***
LaserWriter IINT
LaserWriter IINTX

’Prices will be raised to the 1989 Regular Price once all items ri stock and on order with Apple Computer. Inc have been sold
"Keyboard for Macintosh SE sold separately Keyboard. Video Card, Video Card Expansion Kit and Monitor for Macintosh II
sold separately. Apple Credit minimum monthly payment is $20 No down payment required for Apple Credit Purchases Prices are tor SJSU
faculty. stall and full-time students only Cash discount price good for payment in cash, check or Apple Credit Card Payments made by Check
VISA or MasterCard must be in the name of the qualified SJSU buyer, parent or spouse Checks made payable to Spartan Bookstore No two party
checks accepted A limit of one system unit per customer Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
SpARFAN
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department (408) 924-1809
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Top Harvard professor resigns

Found one

Plagiarism discovered by student in psychiatric articles
One of the naBOSTON (AP)
tion’s top psychiatrists resigned from
Harvard Medical School’s faculty
after a student at another school recogni/ed plagiarized passages in the
professor’s writings dating back 22
years.
Dr. Sherven Frazier, 67, former
director of the National Institute of
Mental Health, resigned last week as
a Harvard professor and head of Mclean Hospital. a psychiatric hospital
affiliated with the university.
Frazier did not dispute the findings of a faculty committee that investigated the allegations, but said
the plagiarism was inadvertent.
according to Dr. S. James Adelstein,
dean of academic programs at the

medical school.
"He has accepted the evidence of
the committee,’’ Adelstein said.
"But he has ascribed the events to
his method of note -taking and composing papers."
Harvard officials said Monday the
plagiarisni was spotted by Paul Seatena. a graduate student in cognitive
sciences at the University of Rochester.
Scatena said in a telephone interview he read several of Frazier’s papers while researching phantom
pain, a burning sensation that patients sometimes feel from a limb
that has been amputated.
Scatena said he found many incorrect citations in the papers and rec-

ognized paragraphs that had been
lifted from articles by other researchers. He said he sent the passages to
Dr. Daniel C. Tosteson, dean of the
Harvard Medical School. in August.
Tosteson announced Frazier’s resignation in a Nov. 23 letter to the
faculty. The letter, made public by
the university Monday, says a faculty committee investigated the allegations and concluded that plagiarism occurred in four papers written
by Frazier between 1966 and 1975.
Frazier could not be reached for
comment Monday. Spokesmen at
Harvard and McLean Hospital said
he was out of town and unreachable.
He did not return messages left at the
hospital, and the phone at hi% home
went unanswered.

Aspiring actor shoots himself on stage
BLVLRLY HILLS (Al’)
An
aspiring actor re-enacting a scene
I root the movie "Lethal Weapon.’
accidentally shot himself in the
mouth in front of horrified fellow
students, police said.
Adam Smith Hancock, 22, of suburban Tujunga was in critical condition Tuesday in the intensive care
unit at Cedars -Sinai Medical Center.
said hospital spokesman Ron Wise.
Hancock had placed the barrel ol
Mc v. capon in his mouth, pulled the
lugger and fell to the stage during
the scene Monday afternoon at the
American Legion Hall.

’There is no
evidence at this
time that it was a
suicide attempt.’
Bob Curtis,
Police Lt.
"There is no evidence at this time
that it was a suicide attempt," said
police Lt. Bob Curtis. "But the gun.

a .22 -caliber semiautomatic handgun, belonged to him and was
loaded with live ammunition."
The shooting was witnessed by
about 20 fellow students, part of an
actors’ workshop from the Beverly
Hills Playhouse, said Curtis.
In a similar, but fatal, shooting
four years ago, actor Jon -Erik
Hexum picked up a weapon, put the
barrel to his head and pulled the trigger on the set of the old "CoverUp" television series. Hexum died
six days later.
The Hexum shooting Oct. 12,
1984, was ruled accidental.

Child abuse law does not apply to unborn
SANTA ANA (AP) - -- A woman
accused of refusing medical treatment for her unborn baby in the
hopes the child would die can’t be
prosecuted for child abuse because
the law doesn’t apply to fetuses, authorities said.
Laura R. Mounte, 30, of Santa
Ana, allegedly refused to authorize a
medically necessary Caesarean section while in labor Nov. 13 and told
hospital workers she wanted to leave
and come back later, said Deputy
District Attorney Kelly W. Maceachem.
After being told that she might die

Greg Walton
,

oitcci1ti-,11cs i in I lic iic%%s in front of

without
the Cesarean section,
Mounte agreed to the procedure.
gave birth, hut allegedly refused to
authorize any postnatal care. said
Maceachem.
Mounte had also allegedly told
nurses she hoped the baby would be
born dead, according to police records.
Mounte denied in an interview
Nov. 14 that she refused permission
to care for the child and said she
merely questioned whether the Cesarean was necessary.
"Of course I want them to take
the best care of the baby. I don’t be-

lieve I did (refuse). Of course they
could have treated the baby," she
said.
The baby girl. named Amber by
her mother, remains at Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian in Newport Beach. The child was born undernourished and, like her mother,
showed traces of cocaine in her system. authorities said.
To care for the child, doctors had
to get emergency authorization from
Newport Beach police. The department asked the district attorney to
prosecute on charges of child endangerment.

Daily staff photographer
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Happy mother celebrates holidays by having babies
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GENERAL BOOKS) )

yilierican Greetings offers the
finest line of boxed Christmas
cards from works of
art to the antics They are sentimental,
Of Zig

. religious, whintictiartull’dfjOlTal,

SPARTAN
BooKsix
SERVICE IS

AMER1C_AN GREETINGS
MCMI XXXViii American Greetings Corporation

GIFTS,

BIG CANDY KISS $2.25
REINDEER BOX WITH CHOCOLATES $1.49
CHRISTMAS BOX FILLED WITH
ASSORTED CANDY $3.95-$4.95
CHRISTMAS SUCKERS $1.25
CANDY CANE SLIDERS $1.55
CANDY CANE ORNAMENTS $2.09
BLUE & GOLD SPARTAN CANDY CANES 251

POCKET TRAVEL GAMES
NOVELTY KEY CHAINS
POPOURRI
SCENTED SOAPS
COFFEE MUGS
CHRISTMAS & GENERAL RUBBER STAMPS

PENS, PENCILS, CUTE CAT TOYS, MAGNETS,
BASKETS, STUFFED ANIMALS, STATIONARY.

rNOVEMBER

OUR mAJOR

\ N

ASSORTED BLANK BOOKS:
PUBLIC DOMAIN DISK $2.00
CLOTH & PAPER COVERS $3.50-$5.95 PORTABLE VERSA PAR (HOLDS 5 DISKS) $1.80
ASSORTED BOOKPLATES $ 3.9$
’WHEELS FOR TI1E MIND’’ $4.00
ASSORTED SMALL CALENDARS $3.50
N-\
N
ASSORTED BOOKMARKS 991
MC
CANDY
ASSORTED DOOR KNOB HANGERS 99g

STORE

HOURS

MONDAY-THUF1SDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

7:15-7:00
7:15-5:00
10:00-4:00

29 -DECEMBER 23

SECRET SANTA SUGGESTIONS
UNDER $ 5.00

I

ily
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Taxidermists preserve
cuddly, creepy friends
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Martin pulls out a drawer of stuffed birds for examination and display.
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Student stuffs,
freeze-dries
creatures
After Dave Martin has finished
prepping and stuffing his once
"very much alive" scorpion, he
will freeze-dry his former pet.
It’s his way of keeping his deceased companion around forever. If not in spirit, at least in
flesh.That may seem macabre.
hut Martin doesn’t think so.
Martin. a senior majoring in
zoology. is a part-time taxidermist for SJSU’s biology department.
His job requires him to work
with animal carcasses by preparing, stuffing, preserving, and
mounting their skins for study.
"You have to be crazy to work
in a place like this, Martin says
with a laugh. "I mean, would
you want to stick your finger in a
bird’s stomach and pull its lungs
out? You have to have some kind
of craziness and a strong stomach
to do that.
Once. while preparing a skunk.
Martin accidentally punctured a
gland which released the animal’s
dreaded odor throughout Duncan
Hall. He said the building had to
he evacuated.
Martin is also the assistant curator for the museums in Duncan
Hall.
There are five museums. One
,e0ntains more than 6,400’ bird
species. The other museums feature 4.000 mammals.
Among the collections are ostriches, bears, whales and vampire bats. The rarest is a Carolina
Parrot, now considered extinct.
Skins, bones, and alcohol pres
ervations of different animals and
animal parts are also on display.
"In the field of zoology. animals must be preserved for
study, Martin says. "Museum
work can’t he rushed
Animal carcasses conic to the
museum in many forms. Many
are donated from other schools or
results from "road kills."
The carcasses are then kept in a
freezer for further preparation and
stuffing. Martin occasionally collects his own specimens.
To collect animals. taxidemiists must have a scientific collecting permit. Martin’s permit allows him to collect road kills and
live specimens when needed.
The process of preparing animals for study skins is very complex. Martin looked at past examples from other students and

Assistant curator Dave Martin and his assistant Jim Buttera weigh a black -throated sparrow for its water content after coining out of a freeze -drier
spotted details the untrained eye
inets.
Martin is now training Jim Butwould miss.
tera, a senior majoring in zoolMartin says the work takes a
Text by:
ogy, to prepare a turkey head for
lot of patience. The smaller the
Lorraine
Morgan
freeze-drying. a technique Martin
animal, the more difficult it is to
says is much better than stuffing.
prepare.
Photos by:
Buttera shows Martin the turThe first step is to remove the
key head and asks him for sugDave Erickson
animals’ internal parts before
gestions.
they deteriorate. He then injects
"Play with the eyes some
the carcass with a preservative
it.
Eventually,
the
more." Martin says. "Think of
before freezing
what they look like when the turanimal will be stuffed with cotkey is alive.’’
ton. Wires may he used to shape
the tails or legs.
He’ll graduate in Decembei
After that process. the skins are
and plans to study zoology in
dried for study. The resulting
graduate school. He’s even thinkstudy skins are flat, without eyes.
ing about opening his own taxiWith reasonable care, the study
dermy business with Buttera.
skins can look uk like, according
But for right now, there are
to Martin. They are then stored in
more animals to stuff, carcasses
insect-, light-, and air-proof cabto freeze-dry and skins to study .

Martin brushes dust off a small gray fox, his latest creation
Martin rolls tip a 12 -foot Kodiak Island Bear -skin rug for storage
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More bodies sought Only in California
in Sacramento lot
Police
SACRAMENTO (API
investigators sought a search warrant
Tuesday to dig in a vacant lot near
ictorian
the yard of a downtown
rooming house where seven bodies
were unearthed
Police Sgt. Bob Burns said detectives are "seeking a search warrant
to dig for possible ev idence...The
area is currently cordoned off and
digging will commence as soon as
the search warrant is obtained.’
The site, a small parcel covered
with weeds, leaves and trash, is located across the street from 1426 F
Street. the two shin’, rooming house
run by Dorothea Moritalvo Puente.
59. where the bodies of seven people
were discovered earlier this month in
shallow graves
Police believe the victims. all apparently elderly were killed for their
Social Security checks. Puente. who
has a state and federal criminal record for theft. forgery and drugging
victims. has been accused of murder
in the case.
Investigators said earlier that they
have the names of lb missing people
who were once tenants at Puente’s
well -maintained rooming house and
who have not been located.
11ahonties believe the list may in -

’The area is
currently cordoned
off and digging will
commence as soon
as the search
warrant is
obtained.’
Bob Burns,
Police Sergeant
elude victims found buried in the
yard. Thus far, County Coroner
Charles Simmons has identified two
of the bodies. but the causes of death
have not been determined. At least
one victim was found beheaded.
Puente is currently in custody in
Sacramento County jail without bail.
accused of one count of murder. Authorities say they intend to charge
her with additional counts.
Puente walked away from police
on Nov. II after authorities found a
person’s remains in her yard.

Democrats elect Mitchell
Senate majority leader
WASHINGTON (API Senate
I)emocrats Tuesday elected George
Mitchell of Maine as their majority
leader and the man who will guide
the chamber through its coming skirmishes with George Bush’s White
House.
. Mitchell was elected in the closed
meeting by a UllaMMOUS voice vote
after first narrow Is missing a majority in his race against Sens. Daniel
Inouye of Hawaii and Bennett
Johnston of Louisiana.
- Mitchell. who was appointed to
the Senate in I9140, was elected in
19$2 and re-elected earlier this
month, will succeed Robert C. Byrd,
D-W.Va., who decided to step down
as majority leader to become chairman of the Senate Appropriations
Committee

Mitchell garnered 27 votes on the
first ballot, one short of a majority
among the 55 Democrats in the new
Senate. Inouye and Johnston each
received 14.
Johnston then moved that Mitchell
be approved unanimously: Inouye
seconded the motion. After the vote.
Johnston said:
"The best man won. George
Mitchell will be a great majority
leader."
Sen. Alan Cranston of California
was re-elected as the party’s whip,
defeating Sen. Wendell Ford of Kentucky There was no recorded vote.
Although the least senior of the
three candidates. Mitchell, 55, is
considered a strong spokesman for
the party.

Dave Erickson Daily staff
V hen garages are full, students turn to cheaper means of transportation

there is no

photographer

fee for parking skateboards

Republican leaders plan budget slashing
WASHINGTON (API
President-elect George Bush huddled
with top Senate GOP leaders Tuesday to map strategy for paring the
federal budget deficit, saying "I’m
getting the message’ rather than carrying advice to the Capitol Hill
meeting.
Former rival Bob Dole. the Senate
minority leader, declared ’ ’we’re
ready to go to work’ as he and Bush
began a breakfast session also attended by V ice Pi esident-elect I No

Quayle and seven senior GOP senators.
Bush brought his choices for chief
of staff and budget director, New
Hampshire Gov. John Sununu and
Richard Darman, with him to the
breakfast meeting.
Asked if he had a message for the
Senate GOP leadership, Bush said.
’Message? I’m getting the message...
One subject was whether Rush
would submit his own rewrite of the

budget President Reagan will submit
in January, or work with Congress
from the outset to reach a consensus
as some advisers
including DarMan
have suggested.
Asked which approach he favors,
Bush said, "We’re going to get
some good advice on that.’’
Also attending the meetings were
Republican Sens. William Armstrong of Colorado, Strom Thurmond (il South Carolina, Rudy
Boschwit, it Minnesota, John H.

Chafee of Rhode Island, Alan K.
Simpson of Wyoming and Thad
Cochran of Mississippi.
On Monday, Bush said he’s getting ready to bring some new faces
onto his White House team after
making a string of holdover appointments, including Marlin Fitzwater as
chief White House spokesman.
After Monday’s lunch with Dole
the vice president told reporters:
"We’re going to address the budget
deficit early on.

You doll need your parents’ money

to buy a Macintosh.

Just their signature.
It’s never been difficult for students to convince their parents of the need for a Macintosh*
computer at school.
Persuading them to write the check, however,
is another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student Loanto-Own Program. An ingenious loan program
that makes buying a Macintosh as easy as using
one.
Simply pick up an application at the location
listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN. All
your parents need to do is fill it out,

sign it, and send it. If they qtralitV., the Ii receive
a check for you in just a few weeks.
There’s no collateral. No need to prove financial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can he spread
over as mans’ as 10 years.

Which gives you and your parents plenty of

time to decide just who pays for it all.

19Kri Applc Innipiiivr In, Appiv thi Applv Intr. anit 51.k iii, ish are reroivred iradonark, i ikirplv ( iiipirter Int

Intmducin&Apple’s
Student liktn-to-Uwn Program
Spartan Bookstore’s Computer Dept.

SPARTAN

BOOKSTORE
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR
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Blacks urged to back GOP
LOS ANGELES (API
The
leader of the Congress of Racial
Equality has urged blacks to drop
their support of the Rev. Jesse Jack sill) and enter Republican politics.
"We cannot forever vote against
the people who have won five of the
last six presidential elections
There’s something stupid and untac
about that," Roy Innis, national
chairman of CORE, said Monday
"We’re the only group left out of the
Bush consensus, We’re going to be
ignored by the guys we keep voting
against."
Innis said Jackson’s bid to build J
,oalition of minorities has made
blacks "irrelevant" to national politics, and that blacks should spend
less time blaming racism for what
Innis sees as political failures and
more time "blaming ourselves."
"Something is very wrong when
all of our political fortunes are
staked on one man." he said.

Bloom County

mg their support overwhelmingly to
Democrats during Franklin Room:vele% presidency.
"It’s almost un-American. It’s
silly. No other ethnic group has done
this,’ Innis said.

’We kicked the
door in in Little
Rock, and at Ole
Miss. We have to
kick the door down
at the Republican
National
headquarters.’

He said the type of activism that
made blacks a political force during
the civil rights movement of the
1960s has to be resurrected if blacks
want to have the same kind of impact
on the Republican party.
"We kicked the door in in Little
Rock, and at Ole Miss." Innis said.
’We have to kick the door down at
the Republican National headquarters.

Skibblefritz

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FINANCIAL

FREEDOM’’,

Manufacturers need new product
ideas Learn how to create & file
effective U S patents for as little
as $70 It Is easier than you think
Patent attorney provides most

K.
ad
et es
ter
ntastIe

hrs wk

FEMALE AIDE

NEEDED Spring semester for disabled woman on
campus Dorm resident preferred
Help *errands. laundry
min
wage,9 hrs wk. Ann -924-8567

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS’ International amines.*

provided TECH CO-OP, 1400 Co.
omen
Ac..
Santa
Clem
C 95050

and investors seek foreign notiorals with first hand knowledge
of economic, business, scientific
and political conditions In home
country for consulting ...Islam* For information send re-

MEDICAL

INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage

at affordable prices Call Mark Ellice, (408)943-9190 tor a no oblige

sume to RCS international. 700 St
Mary’s Place. Suite 1400. San An-

lion quote
YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR’ Register your resume now
with the professional caw, program Call (408) 243-4070 for de-

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth eyes
and money too For atom-ration

and brochure see A S
call (408)371-6811

et

tonio. Twas 78205 or call (800)
628-2626, extension 856
CARE.
$6 SOS,
Assist
healthy and disabled person 2.3
hrs w AM routine Call 356-7716
IDEAL HOURS

INTERN

AND EARN’ Fight against
DEUKNEJIAN’
environmental
policies Call for an Immediate in-

F TRANSPORTATION
’80
CHEVETTE. 4 dr. 4 sp. c. stereo,
h atchbeck. new tires, good cond
Make offer. call Karen 253-3817

74 BUG’ New cuelom lot, $2400 bo
66 BAJA, new pnt. retro, 21600 ho
B M have new crpt & run grt Will

terview

A LITTLE SHORT on cosh, PIZZA A
GO GO accepting applications. p1
cooks counter. drivers Must be
fun & energetic Drivers must be
18. own mins. cm
DMV $7-

California

Call 942-2470

MANAGEMENT AAA CO SALES 5450,000
16yr old. water treatmant
co seeks eggreshe reps mgrs
for opening of new ofc (415/731-

must Call 260-0454

HELP’

Full

time IMMEDIATELY in dynamic physical therapy

office

if

you’re

friendly.

quick & organized we want you’
Call 258-3905 afternoons

conditions. good communication

OFFICE MANAGER Pan time Appli-

OPERA-

cants must type 45 wpm, have

TORS needed on graveyd shin
and weekend shift (28-40 hr work
week) Requires 1-3 yr mach or

previous office experience Computer experience helpful Hour.
a 10AM-3PM M-F 56 hr Apace
deadline 129
Non
Applicants
contact Lisa at Spartan Village 01.

AUTOMATED VAC ECIPMT

eta ...terribly rap or equly ed in
the sciences or computer prog
Must be US cilium We offer
100%
relmb
Call
education
415 493-1800..45. VARIAN

lice. before 5PM .1 924.4199
PROFESSIONAL

AVAIL.
POSITIONS
BOOKSTORE
ABLE pen time Starting hourly
cash*,
wage $4.25 Receiving,
IN, and awl department Apply In
person ME. RAM-5PM or call 924.
1800

company vehicle. Must have DMV
printout and good driving record
Apply

needed We train Apply Mon-Frl
8 AM.5PM, 260 Meridian Ave , San
Jose
SECURITY

essary Apply Mon -Fri 8WA-SPM.
1700 Want Dr Suite 7. Santa
Clara. or call 948-CAVE
SECURITY RECEPTION. 58-076, No
operlenc necessary, full & part
time Wear, looking for outgoing.
social rumple to work at high tech
companies in Silicon Volley All
shifts avail We offer medical de tar ins, weekly pay nonuniform &

DON T MISS this OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE the Associated Students of SAN JOSE STATE UNI-

blazer uniform positron., vacation pay, rag incase., credit
union & Immediate permanent
plecernent Apply between tiamSan Mon-Fri at VANGUARD. 3212
Scott Blvd . Santa Clara (between
San Tomas & Icon)

Your student govern-

wan:ruing
currently
is
ment
applications on over 40 commit.
Relations.
lees including Public
Judiciary Graduate Studies. special aftocations & Review Board
for Human supects Call A S Personnel today at 9248240

SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEL needed Flexible hours to itt
with your school schedule. will
nein It interested, please call
Ksren at CATERING BY COAST,

EARN EXTRA CASH Banquet server.
$345 per hr . Dengue’ aides
55 25 per hr . cockle* servers
lips
Pan
$4 25 per hr
Time on call wallabfte, no experience neceesary, Ask for Malind
in personnel. Santa Clara Manion
Hotel, 2700 Mission Conga. 91-01-

(406)730-0500
STUDENT
UNION
INFORMATION
CENTER is now hiring for work.
study positions Contact Student
Union Director’s Office, 924-6310
TEACHERS

WAMTEDYnin 6 units
School -we day care TAM -RAM &
or 3PM-6PM on 11th St Call Lieu.

SOO, 01549
OPPORTUNITIES
EMPLOYMENT
Apply r MARIE CAL ENDER*.
Meridian Ave

POP DOCTOR s RECEP ASSIST Are
people-person, No experi.
you
wc necessary Will lain maligned person with good commix
Manion ea*. Eestridge Mall
Reviling hr. SOM. typing 16-24

OFFICERS

NEED
CASH’.’ Cove Securtty Is hiring
for full and part time positions All
shifts a0e11e9141 7 days wIr 24
hrs day Excellent pay and benefits Paid training, no cop nec-

9966

Full time & pall time
positions avellable Starting 5656 25 hr Call 448-3953

1725

Comstock, Santa Clara

SECURITY"
Positions
now sealable, meta Bay Area venues, port time. ftwitile hours
Call STAFF NETWORK (415)366

Wales

PHOTO.

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and port time positions, ell shift. No operience

CONCERT

staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local readential twill.
@doles.
ties for young adults
cents with autism & refined diw.

QUALITY

ner at 9941-4204
TEl

MARKETING.’ Appointment set.
tIng Part new. $200 WK POSSI.
BEE. DAILY CASH Waiting distance front campus Afternoon
evening thins avellable Good
personality Call RICH at
voice
9W-4529
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HOUSING
DECEMBER 26th Call 279-8075

MATURE ROOMMATE WNTO to share
4k, house w2 others nr 260 &
Saratoga. $367 mo .246-8820
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Gus Torres

DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring for men, casual and for.
mai wear, pant hemming $5 10%

-RANK% RAS

discount to students and faulty Willow Glen area Call Maria
at 448.5494
EDITING

PROOFREADING

RE.

SEARCH quality work Reasons.
as few Gall Dee .1 292.7029
ELECTROLYSIS’
removal,

Professions’

the

only

HAIR

permanent

method Ask about the special
discount for FALL Conalimen
lacy consulation by appoIntment

-rb me Contnued...

Call 296-0931n
NEAR

SJSU CAMPUS. one Parr,
apartment available Newly renovated, new paint, drapes, carpet.

Join WSECU -- Your student Credit
()mon-benefits include Turtron-

NICE large. 1 bedroom. $550 nth doll
5550 2 bedroom, 2 bath new paint
$725 mo dep $725 On st parking
nr 260 Reliable n’sgmt .288-9157

ROOM

FOR

RENT

5330 mo Nonsmoker House located 3 Wes
from Valley Fair Call 246-6097

RM FOR RENT in 3 hr 2 ba house 1
bill inn SJSU
Ample on at
pkng,5250 mo $167 dep AM Dec

PERSONALS
ADVENTURE’ 2 girls needed, road trip
Bap, Ca as claw drivers for dirt
riders. 12-30 thru 113-89
Call
Info 227-9116
CATHOLIC

NEWMAN

COMMUNITY

MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30£ g Sc PM, Campus Christian
San Carlos For
Center. 10th
more Into about other activitle
call Father Bob Leger or Slater
Judy Ryan at 296.0204
ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC -Unwanted
hair removed permanently Confl.
dental by appointment only, 247.
7486, 335 S Haywood Ave. San
Jose

ERIK MALIK’, We went YOU logo ski’
ing with us’ Ask Romeo for our
new apt, tel a Cheryl Deft.
EXAM FILES inn Professors throughout the USA Eitam problems ye
the professors own detailed solu.
lions Available for a Engineering
courses, FIT. Calculus, General
and Organic Chemistry. Physics,
& more 20 different books avail.
able al Spartan Bks (downstairs)
& Roberts Bookstore
HEY NUMBER 93’ Saw you from behind al the FULLERTON game &
can’t pet you on my mind I am

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS
You ye got the party, we’ve got
the music’ Michel Productions
provides wide variety of music

Campus Christian Center. 1 0th &
San Carlos For more Information
about activities. call Rev Norb
Firnhabor at 296-0204
406976-2002
THE SOUTH BAY
BULL ETIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A fast and easy
way to meet quality people for ro
mance or friendship Social and
sports partners are also &veiled.
You may choose to awe your
own message or hear slo different
messages loll by others You
don’t have to do it None Some
one special is welting to meet
you Hurry’ Call today’ Over IS
only $2
any loll

Andy. TWA Campus Rep

TYPING

SI 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar -

rackets Owilly work at reasonsrates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (408) 262-7377,

entered Thanks
ALWAYS
ASACCURACY
SURED Proiesslonsi Word Propews.
reThesis,
cessing

SERVICES

Publishing
Desktop
sumes
capabilities Serving Evergreen.
and South San Jose Minutes
from SJSU Call Maureen (408)

assistance

All subjects Oual.

Resumes Rewriting Catalog Berkeley (I15) bat 5030

227-9419.90w to ilprn
AA11. When ovewheirnect by reports to
be typed. RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to me Graduate and
undergrad Resumes, temi pa-

WRITING .- RESEARCH - EDITING!!!
Call (800)777.7901

TRAVEL
AUSTRALIA’

NEW

ZEALAND’

pars. theses, reports of all kinds
STUDENT rates for undergrads
Available dey, eves. weekends by
/apt Call Anna 01 972-4992

Got

your attention, male, New Zealand company rum openings for
few adventurous Americans on
its -under 30" tours of Australis &
Na. Zealand Whhewster rafting.
wiling. dive the great harrier rail’

A At

SECRETARY with computer

Clow to school Available night
and day Rush yobs re my speciality Call Pam el (408)225-5025 or
(400)2269009

Travel and party with the worlds
friendliest people You can oven
visit Teal or Henan on the way
back’ its summer there during our

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’
word-proceseIng
Professional
services with student discounts

winter break so call AUSTRALIA.
NEW ZEAL AND DOWN UNDER

w alled., Other fast turnaround,
pickup & delivery, grammar edit.
mg, laser printer and guarantee

TOURS. (415) 946.2160. and ask
about the Contlki specials Also
available Europe nem summer,
Greet Trips. Super price.,

copy Cell Pamela al elotitia
3862 to reserve your time now
NOT’ Academic

ABSTRACT WE’RE
DREAMING OF A WHITE XMAS, 1
way flight L A to Portland. Maine
Dec 22, $100 Call Pete 256-7203

word processing our specialty
accuracy
quality
Guaranteed
Free disk storage proofing Rea-

SCANDINAVIA (Norway Sweden Clwman) JUNE 27 -July 16, 1989 (20

sonable rages

We’re

dab,* grernmargewenenced Col-

155. discount to studont end lac,
Lilly Call barons December 31
IWO end got your first Opp, al I 2
priCO UnfirenlPil Nair Disappears
With My Care

Owen Chagnon,

F
559-3S00. 1645 5 Bowan
Ave , IC
Hair Todey Gone To.

BENEFIT FROM A

PROFESSIONAL

punctuation. sentence structure
on request (APA, Turliblen, Old/
Former English maim with 16 yrs
experience
Willow Glen area
Phone Mrs Morton 51 280-9440
ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING

Thesis specialists also term papers, manuscripts, screenplays,

PJ-923-2I09

resumes repetitive letters,
scription Free SPELCHEK,
edit disc storage Quick
around Santa Clara Call
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ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
transclalon Experienced thesis
typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
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turn.
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ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
pews, theses, resumes. letters
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AMY FOR
’The Perfect Paper’
Low Price’
pick up and dello.
any available Call (4061 266-2661.

(leave message) Avelleble 7 days
week

ILIAM-9RA
ANN’,
WORD
PROCESSING!.
Theses, Reports, Lettere No time
to type your papa, Call MARY
ANN al ANN s, 241-5490,Santa
Clara
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EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
word
wedernichualnew.legal
processing needs Term papers,
reports, resurnes.leners, group
propas,manualinthereas, etc Letter quality, All fOrmille plus APA

TYPING SERVICE Ressonable
rates Free disk storage Fre
pick-up and delivery Coll 270934

CALL LINDA TODAY for

Free

disk

storage

SPELCHEK

punctualongranuther
assistance All work guaranteed For
that professlonal,quick & dependable worry -free wrvice 11 Its best.
call PAM at 247-2681 (Santa Clara)

experNmetw.

professional Word processing
Laser printer, canteen* trenscriplion Theses, term papers, group
protects, resumes, NC All for.
mats Including APA All work

WORDPROCESSING

AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FACULTY RATES’
GO WITH THE BEST’ Take advsntage
of our expertise Top secrearai

guaranteed Quick return Alm.
den Branham area Phone 264-

service for all your WORD processing needs Grsphics, letters.
reports. manuncripts, resumes,
term papers. thews
Eating,
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checking All
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DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD’ This year,
call typist 0110 1. erpertenced Itt
ALL
formats
Including
APA

wort done on PS Laser Printer.
or printing from your disk Both
IBM & Mac II computers Special

(NURSING DEPT) for ALL YOUR
TYPING NEEDS( THESES) Call

student

Linda The Write Typo, 723-1714
San Jose. 8AM-1131,M, Mon-Sat

discount’

WORDWORKS

Call PrInty,
s
t 253-WORD o

GT

WORD PROCESSING -263-1168
Term papers, resumes. thesis
Fast turnaound Student cils.
counts

INFORMATION

LIKE

MAGIC

Word

processing. Wiring. research resumes. Online searching, bib*.
graphics, quick reference L ibror
Ian with MIS Call (400(732.7192
PAGEWISE
WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Heys MA in English, 5 yrs cap and haunting ob.
sassion with doing If right’ FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Student,, faculty. writers. business prof is E op d with ESL writ.
era

Edit rewrite too
Wise’ (406)732-4645

Get Page-

TYPING
WORD PROCESSING 15
yrs experience I block from Student Union Pane 292-4096 evenings & wintrimnos
WORD

PROCESSING. papas. resumps, manuscripts, form letters
Foperkenced profeeslonal Free
SPELl ING CHECK, disk morale

Call 996-6621
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discounts
Editing avail Former tech editor
wIth B A in English & 12 years
prof word processing wiser In
stor
cludes spell punc disk
quality output WILLOW GLEN
Park la (408)288-5680
WORD PROCESSING

Letter quality,
reports. theses. etc Reasonsbia
pricing, accurate and feel turn.
around Call 9AM to 9PM. CAN.
DACE at 286-4398

WORD PROCESSING - letter wally
preparefion of term papers, reports. theses, resumes, etc Rae’
savable pricing, accurate and fast
turnaround Call 9 AM 9 PM. Can.
dace, 2864396
WORD PROCESSING Clunk and refsonoto E.celler,l quality Shelly
a1247.7520
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Ad Rates
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I

One
Day
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$3
I3
4 Lines $4 80
5 Lines $570
6 Lines $655
Each Additional 1
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Days
$4 80
$5 70
$660
$750
ilifi Add $

Three
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$700
$790

Four
Days
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$640
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$8 10

1

Five
Dept
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$750
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I
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I

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5 9 Lines S50 00

I

Each
Extra
Day
$100
$115
$1 30
$1 45

10 14 I

Print Name
I

nteS $70 00

15 plus Lines $90 00
Phone 924-3277

Address

I
I

City 8 State

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving. wenng,
’waxing or using chemical dean.
lodes Let me pernlanently reman your unwanted hair (chin,
bikini, tummy. moueteche. etc )

(BERRYESSA area) To ensure
your
paper’s
completion
on
schedule reserve your time early

253-WORK

AAA

Monday through Friday 3-9PM

Academic thesis

pkk-up delivery twice daily
EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers, Research Protects. and
Resumes Help with grammar,

protects welcome Student rates.
Twin Pm campus nr 6005 McKee

ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY.
F DGEARL E In typing that’s tops
Trust TONY, 2962087 Thanks

me

Ghostwriting
Ified writers

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word processing. Pepere.thwicresurnes,
reports, manuscripts & group

ACHIEVEMENT,

SASS -ACCURACY.

T-SHIRTS tor fraternIti. sororities.
clubs. business Custom screen
printing on shirts, sweats. and

RESEARCH

297-

8609

for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable ’ales Call Desiree
or Phil at 270-8960 or 922.7359

So Cal biondetall (6 I.volurnb.
tow, yet slender Glve rne a call’
(213)322.5068-ask for Jill
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
&palmy evening at 10 00 PM at

TWA OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
on ANYWHERE, any fare Call

PROFESSIONAL

WRITING,

lege grads, so call us with wipers,
awns, theses (asp Science),
elc al 251-0449

days) 52190
AIR Srx 160 for 3
credits Call 924-5325 tor into

8th and San Salvador

nghbrhd

dep includ ail Call 4320200,ext 37(days)274-5642 eves

Classified

Books-Computer Loans
Competit’. Swings Rates
Free
Check Writing Coshing
’Menu
facturer’s Hanover GSL’S ’Value-0N Menthe, Prallaws Call
947.7273 or drop by OW office at

large
enclosed
backyard,
5505 mo Coll 297.2960

FOR RENT In new house
Errant ioc in a quiet. clean
In the EVERGREEN
HILLS Approx 10 win Irm SJSU
Avail IMMEDIATELY to
quiet &
raw Professor College student

--4 ---7=.

,.

or 395-3560

LARGE 2 BEDROOM HOUSE, all new
paint. dining room Bicycle to
campus. parking, 1101 Sherman
SI. WOO mo 354-8913

dysfunclton

,. 1,

141.1 ",.......

fl i
4(

,J

kw scale for the handicapped
Strictly nonsexual Call 371-1433

FOR RENT! LARGE two bedroom apt
nr. campus. 5550 mo AVAILABL E

REASONA

ROUTE DRIVER PART TIME Monday’
Friday Afternoon to evenings,

CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE,
$5 to $6 hr PT FT positions
Northern California Nannies. 175
San Antonio Rd. Los Altos. Ca
94022 (4)5) 949-2933. (415) 9492933

HELP.

BL E’ Word Processing & Typing
East San Jose. 729-0563

Part -taw flexi-

ble hours Call Larry or Ely at 9236060. RED BARON RESTAURANT

2931

takes to receiver paid training
flevible hours. and $7 hr, Call
KEVIN at 924-1129

1st, DAVE CARLOS. 269-8671
OFFICE

Flexible
hours.
possible
$200 wkly or more based on sakes
performance Excellent working

VERSITY

movement

$385

MAKE 100’s In your spare time placing posters
No selling
Call
(918133MONEY

59 hr 280-0707

BAR BACK HELPER

WE NEED A FEW good people at the
SJSU TOP (telephone outreach
program) Do you have whet It

ROOM

286-6113 E 0 E
SEASONAL & year
round positions available now
Santry Liteguerds 55 50-8040 hr
Pool
Managers 57 00-16 60 hr

0928 1-5PM only

APPOINTMENT SETTING. part time

skills

Campaign

LIFEGUARDS

enactr all on. esp trade for early
70’s 4. Jeff 263-9110

HELP WANTED

GUARANTEED 56 hr

Make up to $11 hr plus BONUSES Sell Wrenn show tickets
by phone from our San Jose office Mon -Fri 5 36900 PM Sal 91PM Call Duncan at 464-0402

David Rose

A5
Luomutty Foe_ (wet.t.-c. c_Aw
jure HcLer,./
As 1 waf,

1
MASSAGE’ UeIng variety of therspeutic techniques to bring
afoul vitality and spirit SpeciallxIng In chronic pain, stress, and

Foe

pz,41

l

WANTED 5 SALES REPS, to sell FUJITSU fax equip Good commis Mon flea hrs, will train Call TimKw Norton at 279-2050

IT WORKED

Snaky

was even greater in the Arctic regions, where as much as 12 percent
of the ozone layer reportedly vanished.
The ozone layer shields the planet
from lethal doses of ultraviolet solar
radiation.
However, officials said the ozone
loss was temporary.

HEALTH

office or

AUTOMOTIVE
94

Call

complete
up to date informs.
non $2 for specifics, all forms

NEED

PUT

Sane eves & Sr

270-0380

CAPTAIN NEE0r,10
Vf2-6P 5oHE MUMPS .

1,(161M6
1HE
EGECTiort

Classified
ACHIEVE

THE

OW 010 HE 1.05E FI)FULARfrt
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pop , moRE. imcbeiwn..y, tic
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wgiz

Nuclear tests tied to ozone damage
day’s editions that the conclusion
was reached recently at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.
The atmospheric testing of bombs
during the late 1950s and early
1960s apparently shredded pans of
the ozone layer, causing as much as
a 5 percent loss of ozone over the
central United States. The damage

Michael Sherman

Now aJoiN WIZ
SOREHozo,
cpifroIN
AMEABLE,
1RYIN4 76
FIN() Afq

- Roy Innis
Innis. 54, who earlier this month
Chairman of CORE was involved in a fist fight with
white supremacists during a Gerald
He added that blacks had sup- Rivera talk show, has survived reported Republicans for nearly 70 peated ouster attempts from within
years. beginning with the presidency (’ORE, a civil rights group founded
of Abraham Lincoln. before switch - in 1947.

SACRAMENTO (AP) - Researchers think nuclear bomb tests
that sent up huge fireballs more than
25 years ago may have injured the
Earth’s protective ozone layer, but
they stressed that the damage was
temporary, according to a published
report.
The Sacramento Bee said in Tues-
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Students: Court issues order
/
Fran said atter the hearing that the mg to apologi/c to her tor scolding
"gun" he shot ed the woman is as her about something. and she would
actually a lightei He told he. he not accept his apology He only
Nould kill himself is ith it. he said. wanted to keep her attention, he
He said he spoke to the woman a few said
In his des laration. Iran claimed
days lam on the phone about the in
that the MO actually met about a
sident. and they laughed about it
Trait said he told her at that time the month ago when Trait took the India tie to introduce himself to her His
gun is as not loaded.
He said the "poison" the toman statement said he and the woman
referred to was actually two tablets were related by the marriage of her
he told her he would take if she were ...ousin to his uncle.
not nice to him
The woman’s petition said the two
He said the reason he laid down met approsimately nine months ago.
i
behind het ea.
Ceglia Anderson said at the tune
hes .11.Ise lui is .1, ii.

Vandals: Buildings defaced
Fr011l 11(14C /

"A lot of people some on sampto
who ate not attending. site said
All !Lan hope is that its not someone trom the ul lege "
\ andalism his ii is
been a
problem. said I Ilcil Rollins. a senior
majoring in ps))littitip is ho saw
the graffiti on the Res. Center.
"What it shot s is anger and inappropriate loom it
and I guess the)
don’t like Hush. she said.
Rollins said the sandals see the
Rec Center as a s)mbitl of money in
a poor area
The defacing of the is all is the
Its not
sandals way it sa) mg.
going to stay pretb.... she said.
Rollins said attending council
meetings are a better V/ a) for people

Band
l,,111 040"

the hand performs at 8:15 p.m
Tuesday in the SJSU Concert Hall
Reid said the tapes can also he put
chased through mail order
Mail order forms can he picked up
in the Music Building.
The second half of the concert is I
feature music Iron; the tape. said Ca
therine Ay lesworth. is ho plass Mc
sasophone.
’The tape turned out s ery
she said. "As
matter of tact. it
turned out great
Girt"
was made iii
"A Christmas
one night. Reid said
"We had to do it in a lulu). he
said "Tither we make it or %.ke shun
.!tt We lid the recording and had the
tape pit duced and packaged in .74
how, That’s got mu he a first In the
tecord mdustr)
Reid is hoping lot in"enthusias
tic audiencc..bitt TUCS/.1:1!. COI/Cert.
which ma) determine how well the
tape will sell.
The first half of the show will be
like a traditional hand ,oncert."
Reid said. This part is ill hae a
little focus on the Christmas sea Included in the concert will he
Soloists in the Voaldi Con, coo"
for two trumpets. The piece teattues
Dave Monk and Kevin Tvirons
Recording the tape wasn’t cos) It
demanded hours of practice time
from the band.
"Were rehearsed more songs.
more often, because we made the
tape." said Suian Schadeck. who
pl ass the trumpet.
islets for Tuesday’s concert are
S.1 tor students and S5 for the general
benetactoi
A
’special
public
ticket )an be purchased foi S5t).
Reid said This numey V. ill also help
fund the San Diego trip.
"It they purchase a S50 ticket.
they is;ill Moe their name minted in
the program of nest spring’s concert
at SJSt
Reid said.

President

Ales %lank

Front fsti,er
president. said apathy w .
biggest problems in the
tern. He hopes to lead h.), e)ample.
using his own energy to generate en
thusiasiii in other members.
"I %ant to get hack to tratlitoonal
values fru fraternities." he said
Coordinati it of Greek Affairs
Nada Houston said she looked forward to kAIII king is 111) Alams and has
high hopes fin his performance
"I told him there were four really
outstanding candidates for this lob.
so we were going iii expect .1 itt out
of him.’ she said.

ia

to espress their feelings. She also
said there should be more recreation
areas for teenagers to keep them occupied and tiut of trouble.
I just see a lot of anger. said
oida Otto. a senior majoring in fine
arts
She said she was not personally
bothered by the graffiti on the Rec
Center wall
’Sometimes it takes that to get a
message across if you feel strongly
about something. Otto said. "I
don’t really like what’s being said. It
seems so flippant...

it Trait’, arrest Nuts "’ I he had not
It.4:11 served the propel papers She
said the copy of the restraining order
.te receised foe minutes before
:itosing the l’PI) parking lot on his
/A a) to ) lass at Ihnican Hall were in t Is ,ompleted
Trail said he was 10 upset at the allegations made by the woman that he
flung the papers at her car parked in
front of the t ’PI) and kept talking.

Tran was told by
the officers not to
return to the
campus for two
weeks.
Two (IN) officers saw his action
and arrested him for violating the restraining order.
After his arrest. Trait said, he was
told by the officers not to return to
the campus for two weeks.
Iran. a junior majoring in computer science engineering, said he is
a candidate for the San Jose Police
Department. but is worried that his
arrest will affect his chances of joining the force. He has completed all
his oral board and physical exams.
Ii,. ,.11,1.

November 30. 1988/Spar1an Daily

Dailies: 1,500 taken from campus newsstands
/- tom poci. /
paper.
days
.
"I got here at about 9 a.iii land 1
couldn’t find alt)." said Joseph
Hansen, a sophomore studying an
thropology . "The only bin I sat
with papers was the one by the Pub.
I thought for some reason (the Daily)
is ;isn’t putting a paper out.’’
John Hielt. a Student Union cmplo)ec and political science graduate
student. heard from another cmployee about the papers bring taken.
*The conjecture was there was
someone mad about the art piece.
Hjelt said. "Hut 1 hase no idea hovs
much of this has been exaggerated."
Tuesdays front page included a
story about a contrinersial work of
art on display in the Art Building and
an alleged credit-card scant,

Clyde Latrence. coordinator ot
unisersity publications, talked vs ith
t leer Robert Noriega Tue.L PI)
day afternoon about filing a formal
complaint Noriega referred the matter to his superiors.
Lawrence said he understands the
distinction between petty theft and
public property , hut that there is still
a loss.
"I suppose (the loss) would he
about a 10th of our cost, or about
$50 to S60 worth of paper... he said.
’Rut there is also a kiss to advert’sers and a lot of time that went into
putting the paper out."
Lawrence said advertisers spent
more than SI.500 in ads for Tuesday ’s edition
A similar situation occured in ()ctuber of 1986. Almost 4.000 copies

of the Spartan Daily were taken from
racks around campus and thrown
mut garbage containers behind the
Computer Center and on Ninth
Street.
At that time, an anonymous caller
told a Daily staff member that he had
seen three men taking papers front
the Engineering Building and Clark
Library. No complaint was filed and
no culprits were found.
We once had a groundskeeper
%Ito got tired of finding papers on
the ground. so he would go over to
the Business building and throw
them away before other people
could:* Lawrence said.
He also reinembered the demonstrations in the ’60s when students
threw thousands of papers away to
protest certain articles in the Daily

’New Age’ phone book offers a wide variety of listings
LOS ANGELES ( AP) - With the universe." A "gentle demise’ rebirthers.’’
New Age Telephone Book, you can promises free wine and stereo headJeanne Cordova, the directory ’s
reach waaaaaaaay out and touch phones. A medical clinic tells AIDS publisher. and Goldberg. who also
someone.
patients that their best years are yet publish gay and lesbian directories.
The director) lists psychics. heal- to conic.
printed 50.((X) copies for shipment
ers. rill inertilogkts. gurus. channelWe want to be the book that you mainly to stores catering to New Age
ets. ghost hunters and almost anyone pick up first if you have this partic- clientele, where it is distributed free.
else \silo may appeal to followers of ular consciousness.- said managing
The New Age Telephone Book,
New Age philosophies.
editor Caryn Goldberg. "After all. put together earlier this year. enters
A real estate agent. for instance. the Pacific Hell Yellow Pages its next life soon with a second edioffers clients ’y our own place in the doesn’t exactly have a category for tion.

NCR SALUTES:
THE WINNERS OF THE STAKEHOLDER
ESSAY COMPETITION

’Progressive companies have begun
to think beyond the traditional
relationship of the firm to society
and have begun to manage all of
the relationships upon which they
depend for survival. Firms that
don’t follow suit may regret their
short-sightedness:’
Murray B. Low, Winner
NCR Stakeholder Essay
Competition

Some of today’s most important ideas are
held in trust by the leaders of tomorrow
More than 2,500 such leaders, college
students from all over the country, recently
competed in an NCR-sponsored essay
competition. The topic: "Orating Value
For Stakeholders In Corporations
And/Or Not-For-Pmfit Organizations."
At stake: $300,000 in awards. And at
even greater stake: a chance to affect the
way the world does business.
NCR is proud to salute the first prize
winner, Murray B. Low of The Wharton
School, The University of Pennsylvania;
and the second prize winner, Ron Gilbert
of The t:’niversity of Iowa. NCR also
congratulates the 98 national and state
award winners, as well as their schools.
Their names are listed below.
Our sincere thanks to all who entered the
competition. Their ideas promise a bright
futurefor themselves, and for business
the world over

STAKEHOLDER ESSAY COMPETITION WINNERS
First Place
Murray B. Low
University of Pennsylvania,
Wharton School of Business
Second Place
Ron Gilbert
University of Iowa
NATIONAL WINNERS
Scot Barenblat
University of Texas Austin
Mark Christel
University of Wisconsin
Scott Evans
Colorado State University
Kalyanararn Gurumurthy
Massachusetts mint ate of
Technology Sloan
Gregory Heyworth
Columbia l’inrwrsity
YervChi Huang
Stanford University
Darnell Hunt
Georgetown University
James Mahon. Jr.
University of
California Berkeley
Amy Montgomery
University of Michigan
STATE WINNERS
Kathryn Adam
’nityrsity of Minnesota
Sumv Also
Northwestern University
Ajay Ahuia
’inversay of Idaho Moscow
Bruce Alexander
Middlebury College
Robert Asseln
Yale I niversity
Steve Atkins
University of Alaska
Thomas Austin
University of Wisconsin Stout
Jack Ballentine
’niversity of Georgia
John Banko
’niversity of Florida
Fred Bentsen
Rue University
Michael Blach
California Polytechnic
State San Lai, Obispo
Susan Bodenheim
Miami University
George Bohan
Case Western Reserve University
Mark Caliphs
University of
Pennsylvania Wharton
Macinilka Barrie: Carreto
Interamerican University
Nadu Chong
University of
Pennsylvania Wharton
Suzanne Chung
Northwestern I tiny...say
Robin Clair
Kent State University
William Cowie
University of California, Irvine
Christopher Cunningham
Kansas State University
Howard Dewes
Trinity Bible College

Peter Dona!’
Cornell 17niversity,Oxford
Gerhaldt Douglass
University of Miami
Timothy Duning
Purdue UniverstlyiKnInnert
Chris Dyke
University of Florida
Vanita DSilva
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
George Ellis
University of Michigan
Brant Enderle
Ohio State University
Judith Finestone
Drexel University
Duane Ford
East Texas State
Bruce Friedman
Harvard Business School
Eran Gartner
Cornell t,niversity
Marc Greidinger
University of Maryland
William Hammer
Northwestern University
Philip Hutcheson
David Lipscomb College
Thomas Irwin
Hawaii Pacific College
John Jacobs
North Carolina State
Scott Johnston
Brown University
Stephanie Jordan
Appalachian State University
Andrew Scott Keating
Dartmouth College
Sonya Kelly
I ’,I:versify of Nebraska
Charlotte Klaus
’nityrsity of Denver
Gail Koren
Kent State University
Michael Kuhn
Washington I rniverstty
Lawrence Kupers
U(:./..A.
David Lambert
naversity of Florida
James LaPrath
.tIontana State University
Signe Larkin
Northern Arizona Universtty
Leonard T. Lee
Cornell University
Mark Lofstrom
Columbia I 7niversity
Gary MacDonald
University of Michigan
Charles Marquette, Jr.
Louisiana State University
Douglas McMahon
University of Virginia
Russell Meier
Rice University
Susan Ann Milne
Willamette l!niversity
Bnan %rimy
University of Maryland
Ernest Ndukwe
Michigan State University
Matthew O’Nuska, III
University of New Mexico

NCR’s Mission: Create Value for Our Stakeholders

Etienne Weiss Worlds
Earlhani College
Elizabeth Parsons
Northeastern University
Bradley Pick
Northwestern University
John D. Powell
Louisiana Tech University
Bruce Rebhan
University of
California/Berkeley
Richard Reid
Harding University
David Roeder
Mississippi State University
Gordon Sargent
University of Kansas
Peter K. Schalestock
Cornell University
Justus Schlichting
Claremont Graduate School
Kimberly Schwartz
College of St. Benedict
John Schwerin
Christian Brothers College
Scott Shafer
University of Cincinnati
Brian Shaffer
University of
California ’Berkeley
Angela Sizemore
University of South Carolina
Julia Snell
Auburn University
Michael Solka
University of
Pennsylvania’ Wharton
Lisa Star=
Northern Kentucky University
Michael Strong
Monterey Institute of
International Studies
Ashu Suni
Princeton University
Brent Taliaferro
Oklahoma State University
Mamie Todd
Northwestern University
Jay Tompt
Monterey Institute of
International Studies
Hilary Turner
University of
Washington Seattle
Curt Water
Purdue University
Jon Watanabe
University of Virginia
Gary Wiggin
Georgia State f7niversity
Robert Williams
Harvard Business School
Linda Gail Williamson
Carnegie-Mellon University
Stewart Wilson
Brigham Young University
Mike Windey, Jr.
rniversity of South Carolina
Gary Winger
rniversity of [’rah
Barry Wolverton
Millsaps College

